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		With its support for dynamic programming, C# 4.0 continues to evolve as a versatile language on its own. But when C# is used with .NET Framework 4, the combination is incredibly powerful. This bestselling tutorial shows you how to build web, desktop, and rich Internet applications using C# 4.0 with .NET's database capabilities, UI framework (WPF), extensive communication services (WCF), and more.

	
		In this sixth edition, .NET experts Ian Griffiths, Matthew Adams, and Jesse Liberty cover the latest enhancements to C#, as well as the fundamentals of both the language and framework. You'll learn concurrent programming with C# 4.0, and how to use .NET tools such as the Entity Framework for easier data access, and the Silverlight platform for browser-based RIA development.

		
			Learn C# fundamentals, such as variables, flow control, loops, and methods
	
			Build complex programs with object-oriented and functional programming techniques
	
			Process large collections of data with the native query features in LINQ
	
			Communicate across networks with Windows Communication Foundation (WCF)
	
			Learn the advantages of C# 4.0's dynamic language features
	
			Build interactive Windows applications with Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)
	
			Create rich web applications with Silverlight and ASP.NET
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Pregnant in the Time of Ebola: Women and Their Children in the 2013-2015 West African Epidemic (Global Maternal and Child Health)Springer, 2019

	
		This comprehensive account of the deadliest Ebola outbreak in history examines its devastating effects on West Africa’s most vulnerable populations: pregnant women and children. Noted experts across disciplines assess health care systems’ responses to the epidemic in Liberia, Guinea, and Sierra Leone, emphasizing key...
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Guided Waves in Structures for SHM: The Time - domain Spectral Element MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Understanding and analysing the complex phenomena related to elastic wave propagation has been the subject of intense research for many years and has enabled application in numerous fields of technology, including structural health monitoring (SHM). In the course of the rapid advancement of diagnostic methods utilising elastic wave...
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Architecting Google Cloud Solutions: Learn to design robust and future-proof solutions with Google Cloud technologiesPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Achieve your business goals and build highly available, scalable, and secure cloud infrastructure by designing robust and cost-effective solutions as a Google Cloud Architect.

	
		Key Features

		
			Gain hands-on experience in designing and managing high-performance cloud solutions
	...
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ABAP Development for SAP HANASAP Press, 2014

	With SAP HANA, even the most seasoned ABAP developers have some learning to do. Newbie or not, this book can help: install the Eclipse IDE, brush up your database programming skills, perform runtime and error analysis, transport old ABAP applications to HANA and more. Once you've mastered the tasks in this book, it will be full speed...
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Intelligent Computer Graphics 2010 (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	Nowadays, intelligent techniques are more and more used in Computer Graphics in order to optimise the processing time, to find more accurate solutions for a lot of Computer Graphics problems, than with traditional methods, or simply to find solutions in problems where traditional methods fail.


	The purpose of this volume is to...
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Python Geospatial Analysis CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 60 recipes to work with topology, overlays, indoor routing, and web application analysis with Python


	About This Book

	
		Explore the practical process of using geospatial analysis to solve simple to complex problems with reusable recipes
	
		Concise step-by-step instructions to teach you...
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